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ABSTRACT: A reactor vessel support is disclosed wherein the main coolant flow nozzles serve as vessel supports in addition
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REACTOR VESSEL SUPPORTS



solution of the support problem and results in an appreciable reduction in cost.



BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION



DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS This invention relates to nuclear reactor vessel supports and more particularly to the utilization of primary structural ele For a better understanding of the invention, reference may ments to perform the support function. be had to the accompanying drawings, in which: ' Nuclear reactor vessels of the prior art were supported by FIG. I is a side view of a reactor pressure vessel adapted to skirts, or a series of brackets symmetrically disposed circum this invention and showing portions thereof in section to de ferentially around the outside of the vessel wall. pict schematically the reactor core. ' 10 Skirt construction permits radial growth of the pressure ves FIG. 2 is an enlarged sectional view of the support-?ow noz sel due to pressure and temperature. The length of the skirt is zle of the reactor vessel of FIG. 1; chosen so as to permit bending in the manner of a beam on an FIG. 3 shows and end view of the nozzle structure of FIG. 2; elastic foundation to take place safely. The skirt is attached to FIG. 4 shows the reactor vessel supportedly suspended in a one of the highest stress areas in the vessel, i.e. to the under containment well according to this invention; and side of the vessel ?ange and downward through the nozzle re FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view taken along the line V-V of gion. Moreover, the thermal stress problem introduced by the FIG. 4. temperature gradient of the skirt from its contact point with DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT the vessel to that of its cold support base necessitates a com



plicated and costly design.



20



Referring to FIG. 1, there is illustrated a nuclear reactor in corporating the flow nozzle vessel support means of this inven tion. A pressure vessel 10 is shown which forms a tight pres support brackets out of the core region where tee neutron flux surized container when enclosed with a head assembly 12 by is highest. This means that the brackets must be attached to the exterior vessel wall closely adjacent the inlet and outlet 25 suitable seal welds and head bolts (not shown). The pressure vessel 10 has a number of coolant flow inlet means 14 and nozzles. Today's reactors are of such a size that extremely coolant flow outlet means 16 projecting from a peripheral wall massive brackets are required to adequately support the static thereof. FIG. 5 shows the manner in which the coolant flow



Bracket supports on the hand provide for radial growth of the vessel by sliding. It is highly desirable to keep the vessel



and dynamic loads imposed upon them. Seismic loadings may



inlet means 14 and the coolant ?ow outlet means 16 are al



also be imposed on the support brackets depending upon the ternated circumferentially about the exterior wall of the pres graphical location of the plant. In many instances, the max 30 sure vessel 10. The head assembly 12 may be noted to have a imum combined stresses introduced in the vessel is at the



plurality of head penetration adapters 18 located in and ex



point of attachment of these brackets to the vessel wall. These tending through its substantially hemispherical wall in parallel massive brackets which add considerable metal to the reactor alignment with the axis of-the pressure vessel 10. A core barrel are costly due to fabrication and welding attachment to the 20 is supportedly suspended from an inwardly extending pro vessel shell. 35 jection 22 just below the top of the pressure vessel 10. -An upper core plate 24 and a lower core plate 26 are located and SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION de?ne the axial extremities of the reactor core in the core bar



This invention solves the problems of the-prior art by utiliz rel 20. ing primary structural elements for support, i.e., the ?ow noz Coolant flow entering through inlets l4 proceeds to a bot zles. This multiple-function approach eliminates the addition 40 tom coolant manifold 28 through a‘flow annulus 30 formed-by of support skirts or brackets to the pressure vessel. The reactor is constructed such that the coolant inlet noz



zles and coolant outlet nozzles extend radially outward from the vessel, lie in the same horizontal plane, and are generally



the lower walls of the pressure vessel 10 and the core barrel



20. From the bottom coolant manifold 28 the flow proceeds



generally axially upward through the nuclear core region



located between the core plates 24 and 26 to an upper above the high flux core region. This is accomplished by sup 45 manifold region 32 from which it'then proceed through the portedly suspending a core-barrel within the pressure vessel. outlet nozzles 16 and through conduits l7 welded to the noz Flow entering through the inlet nozzles proceeds to a bottom zles 16 to energy conversion structure (not shown). It should manifold through an access annulus formed by the substan be noted that tee coolant flow outlets 16 are extended-through tially cylindrical walls of the pressure vessel and the core-bar 50 the pressure vessel wall 10 to openings in the core barrel to rel. The coolant then ?ow upwardly through the core region facilitate egress of the coolantflow from the upper manifold where its temperature is appreciably increased to an upper 32. manifold. The outlet nozzles extend through the pressure ves The region between the upper core plate 24 and the lower sel to the core-barrel and engage a nozzle extending from the core plate 26 is generally ?lled with a plurality offuel assem core-barrel at the level of the upper manifold. The flow 55 blies 34 all of which are substantially identical. The parallel proceeds from the upper manifold through the outlet nozzles array of ‘fuel assemblies 34 includes a plurality of fuel rods to heat exchange and energy conversion structure. (not shown). Because of the high static and dynamic loads, and in par The nuclear reactorillustrative of this invention‘thusvhas a ticular because of the neutron flux and thermal gradients, the plurality of coolant ?ow nozzles ‘14 and 16 uniquely situated design of a vessel support is no simple undertaking. The sup 60 and in accordance with this invention sized to have a suffi port structure is, as a rule, affixed to the reactor above the ciently large cross-sectional area to perform the additional high flux region adjacent the core. On the other hand, the fluid function of supporting the reactor vessel. For this purpose the at this level is at its highest temperature and extreme thermal nozzles l4 and l61are supplied with built-up pads 40 secured gradients are difficult to avoid. Moreover, this region is in to the nozzles and on the undersides thereof. The pads 40 may most reactors crowded with other structural elements such as 65 comprise layers of weldment built up on the undersideofithe flow nozzles and ?anges for the support of the reactor inter nozzle and machined to form a composite structure of the nals and as such is one of the highest stress areas of the vessel. desired shape. Since the flow nozzles are above the core region, the high Referring now to FIG. 4 a vessel containment and support



?ux region is avoided. Further, the flow through the nozzles structure generally designated by the numeral 42 is shown reduces the thermal gradient and thus decreases the mag 70 having a well 44 therein. A number of openings 46, best seen nitude of this major problem. In accordance with this inven in FIG.~I5, are left in the wall of the well 44 so as to form'access tion, flow nozzles which are inherently of a large cross section to minimize the risk of leakage of radioactive ?uids, are



designed to adequately support the imposed loading. Thus the



channels for the inlet and outlet nozzles 14 and 16. The bot tom walls or surfaces of the openings 46 designated by the nu meral 48 are generally horizontal and of sufficient strength to



support means of the invention is uniquely applicable to the 75 support the vessel.
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The pads 40 bear upon and are supported by ware plates 50.



ing outwardly and spaced about the peripheral wall of said



Side shims 52 may be welded or bolted to the ware plates 50 to



pressure vessel, at least some of said nozzles bearing on sur faces of said well so as to support said pressure vessel. 2. The combination of claim 1 wherein said nozzles have in



form guide channels for sliding movement of the pads 40 upon radial growth of the pressure vessel 10. Between the ware



plates 50 and the walls 48 of the openings 46 refrigerated sup porting structures 54 including refrigerant tubes 56 are util~



tegral pads and said well has a number of horizontal surfaces,



ized to assure that the concrete walls 48 are not subjected to



said pads slidably bearing upon said horizontal surfaces whereby expansion of said pressure vessel is facilitated.



the high temperatures which the ware plates 50 acquire due to ?ow through the nozzles 14 and 16.



side shims supportedly receives said pads and cooling means



As can be seen in this illustrative embodiment, the vessel is



are interposed between said pads and said horizontal surfaces.



supported by six flow nozzles and thus needs neither brackets



4. The combination of claim 1 wherein conduits are affixed to said inlet and outlet nozzles, said conduits extending to the exterior of said well.



3. The combination of claim 2 wherein a ware plate having



nor skirts to hold it safely. The number of nozzles which will be available to support the vessel depends upon the number of



5. The combination of claim 1 wherein the well is con loops of a particular nuclear facility, i.e., the number of closed paths including an outlet means, power conversion means, an 15 structed substantially of concrete and cooling means are inter



posed between the nozzles and the well. 6. In combination, a support structure having a well therein,



inlet means, and the reactor itself. Generally two, three, or



four loop plants are utilized. Therefore, four, six (as in this il lustrative embodiment), or eight nozzles will be present from which a reactor vessel may be supportedly suspended. It will,



a pressure vessel having a nuclear core therein and having a



core-barrel contained therein; said core-barrel and said vessel



therefore, be apparent that there has been disclosed a novel 20 forming a chamber therebetween, at least one inlet nozzle opening into said chamber, at least one outlet nozzle extend vessel support which renders unnecessary the use of expensive ing through said pressure vessel and to the interior of said skirts and/or brackets. core-barrel, said inlet nozzle and said outlet nozzle extending I claim: radially outward from said pressure vessel in the same 1. In combination, a support structure having a well therein, a pressure vessel having a material capable of generating sub 25 horizontal plane, said inlet nozzle and said outlet nozzle bear ing on a surface of said well so as to support said pressure ves stantial heat therein whereby said vessel is subject to radial ex sel. pansion, said vessel being substantially disposed within said



well, coolant inlet nozzles and coolant outlet nozzles project 30
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